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∗Abstract: In engineering applications, the fault signal of 

rotating elements is easily submerged in the background 

noise. In order to solve this problem, a rotating body fault 

diagnosis method based on stochastic resonance with triple-

well potential system of genetic algorithm is proposed. In 

this method, the signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) of the Triple-

well potential system is used as the fitness function of the 

genetic algorithm, and several parameters of the system are 

optimized at the same time, which effectively improves the 

feature extraction effect of the weak fault of the rotating body. 

The results of simulation and engineering experiments show 

that this method has better detection effect than bistable 

stochastic resonance method, and can effectively detect the 

fault signal submerged by noise, which has a good 

engineering application prospect. 

 

Keywords: Genetic algorithm • Stochastic resonance • Fault 

detection • Three-potential nonlinear system • Rotating 

elements 

 

1  Introduction 

 

In practical engineering applications, there is a lot of noise 

in the environment, which makes it difficult to extract the 

weak fault signal of the rotating body. Therefore, how to 

realize the weak fault signal extraction under the background 

of strong noise has become a key problem in the field of fault 

detection. Most of the existing weak fault extraction 

 
 Jin-Song Bao 
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methods realize weak signal extraction by eliminating noise, 

such as empirical mode decomposition[1], local mean 

decomposition[2], wavelet transform[3], principal 

component analysis[4], etc. However, while reducing noise, 

these methods also cause loss of useful signals. Stochastic 

resonance is different from the traditional denoising method. 

Its principle is to convert some noise energy into useful 

signal energy, so as to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and 

improve the detection ability of weak fault signal. 

Stochastic resonance(SR) is proposed Benzi et al[5]. Then 

it is widely used in signal processing and detection[6]-[10]. 

Yang et al [11] proposed an application of stochastic 

resonance in early fault detection for intermediate gearbox 

of helicopter, which realizes the extraction of the early weak 

fault feature of gear. Tan et al. [12] combines the weighted 

kurtosis index with the variable-scale stochastic resonance, 

proposes an adaptive stochastic resonance detection 

algorithm for impact signals, and realizes the detection of 

weak impact signals. LI et al. [13] developed a weak signal 

detection based on step-changed stochastic resonance 

mothed, which can adapt to weak signal detection in both 

small and large parameters. Wang et al. [14]proposed a 

multi-parameter synchronous optimization adaptive 

stochastic resonance algorithm based on genetic algorithm 

and applied it to fault detection of rolling bearing. Hao et al. 

[15] proposed a mechanical fault diagnosis method based on 

cascade bistable stochastic resonance and multifractal, 

which can effectively eliminate the high frequency noise and 

enhance the energy of the low frequency signal, and the 

fractal dimension obtained from this method is more 

accurate, and the nonlinear characteristics of the mechanical 
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vibration signal can be measured more accurately, so as to 

achieve the purpose of mechanical fault diagnosis. Shi et al. 

[16] developed a fault diagnosis method for rotating 

machinery based on AMD and stochastic resonance. 

In these above works and most of the current researches 

based on stochastic resonance mostly adopt the classical 

bistable stochastic resonance. Although it can also improve 

the signal-to-noise ratio to a certain extent and achieve weak 

fault signal detection. However, when the signal-to-noise 

ratio is used as the evaluation index, it cannot reflect the 

strengthening effect of a particular fault feature in the 

composite signal[17]. In this paper, rotating elements fault 

diagnosis method based on stochastic resonance with triple-

well potential system of genetic algorithm is adopted. Taking 

the envelope signal with fault characteristic frequency as the 

input signal to solve the problem that the effect of bistable 

stochastic resonance on modulation signal enhancement is 

not ideal, the system parameters were optimized by genetic 

algorithm to extract the extraction of rotating body fault 

characteristics under strong noise background 

 

2 Stochastic Resonance with Three-well 
Potential Function 

 

2.1  The Potential Function 

 

In the presence of random white noise and external force, the 

motion of a Brownian particle in a stochastic resonance 

system is subject to Langevin equation as:  

 

'( ) '( ) ( ) ( )x t U x q t E t= + + ,           (1) 

 

( ) 0E t< >= ,           (2) 

 

( ), (0) 2E t E D< >= ξ(τ)
,           (3) 

 

where U(x) is the potential function of the triple-well 

potential nonlinear system, x is the system output. q(t) is the 

input signal, t is the time variable. E(t) is the Gaussian white 

noise with the intensity D and the mean value of 0. D stands 

for noise intensity and t stands for time. 
ξ(τ)

  stands for 

noise single. 

The potential function is as: 

2 4 61 1 1
( )

2 4 6
U x ax bx cx= + + ,           (4) 

 

where a, b, and c are system parameters. These 

parameters are interactive and affect the steady-state point 

of the nonlinear system. In this paper, we set a and c are 

positive values. b is set to a negative value. 

Let b2=16a2c/3, 𝑏𝑏 < 0 ,the potential function is 

shown in Fig.1. 0 represents the coordinate origin, x1, 

x2, x3 represents the abscissa of the three steady-state 

points in the nonlinear system, and ΔU represents the 

potential well height. 

Figure1  illustration of three potential well function model 
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In Eq (1), when the driving signal, noise and system reach 

a synergistic effect, noise plays a positive role in the 

nonlinear triple-well potential system, transforming part of 

the noise energy into signal energy, thus enhancing the signal 

energy. Assuming that the signal energy is small, in the 

absence of noise, the particle stays in any of the three 

potential wells. The system cannot make the particle to 

transit from one potential well into another. By applying a 

periodic force. The particle can cross the barrier height of 

ΔU, then the system forms a continuous motion in the range 
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of three potential wells, which is stochastic resonance 

phenomenon. It can be seen that the phenomenon of 

stochastic resonance of the system is related to the barrier 

height ΔU which is determined by the system parameters a, 

b, c. If the barrier height is too high, the particle needs more 

energy to jump from one well into another. Otherwise, if the 

barrier is low, it’s easy for a particle to jump. Since the 

system parameter b is determined by the system parameters 

a, c, only parameters a, c are optimized in this paper. 

 

2.2  Parameter Optimization Based on Genetic 

Algorithm 

 

Genetic algorithm(GA) was first proposed by professor 

Holland from the university of Michigan[18]-[21]. it is a 

computational model that simulates the natural selection of 

Darwinian biological evolution and the biological evolution 

process of genetic mechanism. it is a method to search for 

the optimal solution by simulating the natural evolution 

process. Genetic algorithm is not easy to fall into local 

optimality, has good global search ability and fast 

convergence speed. 

The optimization procedure of GA is shown in Fig.2. 

Figure 2. Optimization process of parameters a and c by 

GA. 

Step1 Parameters Encoding   

Parameters a and c are encoded and initialized by 

binary. 

Step2 Population initialization.  

The initial population is generated randomly. 

Population with larger size M , the length of the 

chromosome is L, the number of times the population 

has evolved is K. 

Step3 Offspring individual screening 

Start

Parameters encoding

Population 

initialization

Reproduction (crossover and 

mutation)

Fitness evaluation

Judging termination conditions

 Parameters decode

Yes

End

No

triple-well potential Stochastic 

resonance

Output optimal 

parameters a, c
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The rules of roulette are used to select the superior 

individuals of the parents. According to a certain rule, 

the crossover rate pa and mutation rate pb produce a new 

generation of individuals through crossover and 

mutation. 

Step4 Fitness evaluation 

In this paper, the SNR of the output is used as the fitness 

function. SNR is widely used in the system parameter 

optimization. The specific formula is as[22-25]: 

 

0

0

( )
10lg

( )

S f
SNR

N f
= ,           (9) 

In Eq (9), S(f0) represents the signal power; N(f0) is the 

average power of the same background noise. 

The discrete Fourier transform is perfo rmed on the 

input signal z(i) and output signal l(i), the discrete input 

sequence and the output sequence are obtained as Z(o) 

and L(o), respectively. 
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Let the peak spectrum of frequency f0 equals to k0, then

0 0( / ( 1)) sf k I f= −  established, where fs is the sampling 

frequency, and
2

0 0( ) | ( ) |S f L k= is obtained. I indicates the 

length of the sampling sequence, and i is the natural 

number between 0 and I. The average power of the noise 

is the average power of the spectrum at k0-Z, …, k0-1, 

k0+1, …, k0+Z near k0 (Z is an integer selected according 

to the size of I and fs). 

 

2 2
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2
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Z =

= − + +∑ ,    (12) 

where j is a natural number from 1 to Z. 

Step5 Stop criterion 

Judge whether the convergence condition of the 

algorithm is satisfied. If so, the optimization process will 

be ended and the optimal parameters will be output. 

Otherwise, back to step 3. 

 

3  Simulation Verification 

 

In this paper, genetic algorithm is used to automatically 

adjust system parameters a and c, and the optimal output 

of the adaptive triple-well potential system is obtained. 

Simulation experiments are used to prove the 

effectiveness of this method. 

A cosine signal ( ) cos(2 )q t A ftπ= is provided, where 

in the signal amplitude A = 0.5 and the signal frequency f 

= 0.003 Hz. Add Gaussian white noise with a mean of 0 

and noise intensity D=1.5 to the signal. The time domain 

waveform and spectrum of the input signal are shown in 

Figure 3. The target frequency of 0.003 Hz cannot be 

found from the figure. 

The genetic algorithm is now used to process the signal: 

the population size is 100, and the maximum the precision 

is 0.001, the number of iterations is 100, the crossover rate 

=0.6, the variation rate =0.1,and minimum positions of a, 

c are set to 1000 and 0. the precision is 0.001, the number 

of iterations is 100, the crossover rate =0.6, the variation 

rate =0.1.The number of sampling points is N=5000, the 

sampling frequency fs=5Hz, and the optimization is 

a=2.43, c=7.98. An example is obtained in which the 

signal is subjected to an output response through a 

stochastic resonance system and analyzed in time domain 

and frequency domain. The time domain waveform and 

spectrum after the signal passes through the triple-well 

potential Stochastic resonance system are shown in 

Figure 4. The obvious spectrum can be found in the 

figure, which indicates that the method can detect the 

weak periodic component in the background noise well. 

 

Figure 3 Simulation experiment time domain and frequency 

domain results 
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Figure 4 Time and frequency domain results of triple-well 

potential stochastic resonance simulation experiment 

As shown in Fig.3, the time domain map and the 

spectrum of the original signal are disordered, and the 

signal frequency cannot be detected. However, the time 

domain diagram after the triple-well potential stochastic 

resonance system has a certain periodicity. At this time, 

the amplitude is 1420, and the signal frequency is 

obvious, which is easy to be found. 

 

4  The engineering application 
 

In this section, bearing fault detection is taken as an 

example to verify that the above method is feasible. This 

section uses the relevant data published by the 

experimental platform of CWRU (case western reserve 

university).The bearing type used in the experiment is 

6205-2RS JEM SKF and its specific parameters are as 

follows: rolling element diameter d=0.3126 inches, pitch 

diameter D=1.573 inches, number of balls is 9, contact 

angle r=0°. The input shaft speed is1797r/min. The 

sampling frequency is 12000 for 1 seconds. The fault 

frequency of the bearing can be obtained by the NICE 

parameter calculation: outer ring fault 107.3 Hz, inner 

ring fault 162.2 Hz, ball fault 141.5 Hz. The original 

signal time domain map and frequency domain map are 

shown in Fig.5. 

The triple-well potential stochastic resonance setting 

parameters are as follows: the population number is 100, 

the maximum number of iterations is 120. After genetic 

algorithm , a=1.25, c=90.6. It can be seen from Fig.7, that 

the spectrum has the largest amplitude at 161.7 Hz. 

Considering the rounding error, the test result is related to 

the fact that the bearing inner ring is faulty. 

Figure 5 Time domain and frequency domain diagram of the 

original signal 

Figure 6 the time and frequency domain diagrams of the triple-

well potential function Stochastic resonance 

 

Figure 7 Time-domain and frequency-domain diagrams of the 

bistable stochastic resonance 

For comparison, we used genetic algorithm to 

optimize the parameters of the bistable stochastic 

resonance system, and got a=37.2, b=792.3. The 

results are shown in fig.6.  
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Comparing Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7, it can be found 

that the time domain signal and the frequency domain 

signal of the original signal are in a mess and the 

frequency of the fault signal cannot be found. At the 

same time, the triple-well potential stochastic 

resonance and the bistable stochastic resonance can 

detect the target frequency, but the amplitude of the 

triple-well potential stochastic resonance is 0.012  

which is much higher than 0.0054 for bistable 

stochastic resonance. Therefore, it can be determined 

that the triple-well potential stochastic resonance 

method performs better than traditional methods in 

detecting weak features. 

 

5  Conclusions 

 

(1) Rotating elements fault diagnosis method based on 

stochastic resonance with triple-well potential system of 

genetic algorithm is proposed, the system parameters a 

and c were optimized by genetic algorithm, and then the 

optimized stochastic resonance was used to process the 

fault signal of rotating elements with noise, and its 

spectrum was obtained to judge whether there was fault 

frequency in the extracted signal, and then to judge 

whether there was fault. 

(2) By analyzing and processing the fault data of rolling 

bearing signal with inner ring fault, it is proved that the 

method proposed in this paper can extract fault 

characteristic frequency, which indicates that this 

method can realize fault diagnosis of rotating machinery 

and has certain practical engineering application value. 
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Figures

Figure 1

illustration of three potential well function model



Figure 2

Optimization process of parameters a and c by GA.



Figure 3

Simulation experiment time domain and frequency domain results



Figure 4

Time and frequency domain results of triple-well potential stochastic resonance simulation experiment

Figure 5



Time domain and frequency domain diagram of the original signal

Figure 6

the time and frequency domain diagrams of the triple-well potential function Stochastic resonance

Figure 7



Time-domain and frequency-domain diagrams of the bistable stochastic resonance
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